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Such and ELECTRIFYING EXPERIENCE!!! If you love tap dancing coupled with rhythm
of available object, this is the beat for you! - Bong Cabrera

Oh my goodness, this show was an absolute blast! From tap dancing to drumming,
bucket tapping to paper bag tricks, and even incorporating a plastic pipe to create
mesmerizing melodies, every element merged seamlessly into an awe-inspiring display
of creativity, energy, and astonishment. The performers were exceptionally talented,
bringing a perfect balance of humor, engagement, and incredible flexibility to their
dancing and acting. Honestly, their sheer brilliance left me wondering why they haven’t
made it to the stages of Las Vegas yet. Trust me, you do not want to miss out on this
mind-blowing performance. It’s truly sensational and undeniably worth experiencing! -
Soo Chyun

I’ve seen clowning shows, tap shows and percussion shows, but this unique show
incorporates many elements of all the above and excels at each. Fun, engaging, high
energy show featuring a troupe of incredibly talented performers! - Kristen Boule

This show had me captivated from beginning to end! Amazing talent, from dancing to
drumming to humor. Could watch this many times and still be entertained. Only the
creativity could top the talent of this show. - Anonymous

This show made me tap my feet, snap my fingers and grin ear to ear. Innovative,
technically breathtaking, and oozing with electric energy from lights up to lights down. -
Donnie Jarman

A charming mix of tap dance, mime, clowning, live looping, (non-traumatizing) audience
participation, and dazzling group and solo percussion with mundane objects, orchestral
drums, and the human body. - Michael Gordon Shapiro

Fantastic performance. The most polished show I’ve seen at Fringe. Great for the whole
family and equally enjoyable for adults and kids. - Karen Hall

This show was just so much fun. I’m recommending everyone I know to go see it.
“Rhythm Delivered” DELIVERED! This show is just pure entertainment! There are six
incredible performers who do it all from tap dancing (which was genuinely unbelievable)
to drumming and even clowning. From start to finish, the show had me grinning from ear
to ear, not even noticing that 60 minutes had gone by. There were several children in
the audience laughing and giggling, demonstrating that this show is truly for anyone and



everyone. If you’re in the SoCal area, I highly recommend you go see this show! 10 out
of 10! - Anonymous

I’d pay to see this on Broadway or in a Las Vegas show in a heartbeat! Loved it so
much I went back for a second showing! AWESOME SHOW! So entertaining! Not a dull
moment. - Deborah Schull

I liked the concept of the show, the uniqueness of the rhythmic choices for instruments,
the engaging energy of the performers. Super precise rhythm, a polished show, but also
incredibly charming and vulnerable. - Spence Frankenberge

The musical and dancing creativity was exceptional! Astounding performances by the
cast of 6 who each dance and drum up a storm of excitement while using ordinary items
to great effect. Ever danced on bubble wrap? Drummed on a Home Depot bucket? Be
prepared to be surprised at what gets pulled out of boxes and then becomes part of the
show. I especially enjoyed the electronic creation of music made up of noises from the
cast and words from the audience, then choregraphed into a great tap number! Great
fun for audiences of all ages! - Shari Barrett

I adored the high-octane moments of pure pounding fury!!! Add in some wicked lighting,
some sweet tapping, and a few mischievous grins, and the results were undeniably
crowd-pleasing! There were a couple of moments that each of the dancers got to shine
and I love moments like that in a show! Kudos must go to the amount of humor that is
sprinkled all throughout the piece (whether the performers are interacting with each
other, their objects, or the audience). My absolute favorite part was them using the
multi-colored tubes to make familiar songs – MORE PLEASE!! Cleaning supplies,
buckets, boxes, and bubble wrap never looked (or SOUNDED) so badass! My favorite
kind of dancing – TAP coupled with a whole lotta drumming?? Yes, please!! This
family-friendly, wham-bam rhythm explosion was a lot of fun! And the fact that the
audience was at many times, an active participant made this 60-minute show a frolic for
the eyes and ears! What a high-energy, strong, and cohesive ensemble of performers!! -
Carol Becker

The acting and dancing was flawless, the incredibly creative use of the set and props for
the percussion, the way that the show kept you engaged by raising the absurdity and
encouraging you to participate; there’s so much to like and it’s the kind of show that
anyone can enjoy. The audience I watched with was very diverse, and we all had a
wonderful time! The electrifying energy and talent from every performer in this show
kept me excited and tapping my feet the entire way through. I loved everything about it!
- Eden Chyun


